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Abstract
An operating system is intricate software that is simple to compromise. Operating systems control a sizable
number of services and updates, which, if not used properly, might provide problems. In this study, an
anti-hacking system was created to guard against attacks on the operating system and boost its performance and
security. Due to its increasing popularity among non-professional users, Microsoft Windows 8 was chosen in this
context. The proposed solution may provide a significant improvement as software and has identified 21 and 33
services for security and operating system performance, respectively. Additionally, each service was individually
detailed so that customers could quickly comprehend why they were needed and how to use them.
Keywords: anti-hacking, operating system, performance, security, services
1. Introduction
1.1 Introduce the Problem
Due to the increase in patches for computer infrastructure's performance, security, and functionality, the
utilization of operating system services has gotten worse. Conventional techniques are necessary to address such
patches by either rebooting the computer or restarting system services in order to go over this increasing
threshold (Jo, Nam, & Shin, 2018). If it is successful, operating system performance will be improved and
downtime will follow. Contrarily, there are times when delaying the update is not a good idea while
implementing a security patch. The cost of unplanned downtime has forced system administrators and users to
manage the increased susceptibility of a security error (Brookes & Taylor, 2016).
1.2 Explore Importance of the Problem
For the purpose of offering a special update functionality, an operating system is a dynamic environment with
specific restrictions that must be handled. To overcome these difficulties in the implementation of the dynamic
update mechanism for K42, Baumann et al. (2005) created an object-oriented research operating system.
Furthermore, these issues have been addressed by Baumann et al. (2004) using a modern operating system
function called hot-swapping. Due to their ability to provide a reliable mechanism for nearly all current
technologies, multicore systems are now commonplace in all spheres of contemporary life. For many
applications, it's crucial to have both great performance and strong security. Enhancing operating system
performance is particularly crucial when considering speed and security concerns. Typically, performance
declines when security increases, and vice versa (Samal & Dalai, 2018). Given the highly developed current state
systems, there is no incremental improvement to the state-of-the-art to increase security without increasing labor.
1.3 Describe Relevant Scholarship
An operating system's main goals are to provide an appropriate environment for processor execution, safeguard
processes from one another, and enable multiplex programme to access hardware. The most advanced operating
system architecture is the result of numerous seminal and related research projects that achieve all functions and
handle security issues. (Karnouskos & Kerschbaum, 2017; Gavrilova, et al., 2020; O’Regan, 2018; Schriner,
2018). Each application embeds a virtual address space in extant systems in which the required context is
managed by the kernel. The virtual address space for each process carries its code for executing the functions to
manipulate hardware. Virtual address spaces are shared by the kernel for protecting procedures from one another
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between operating security systems as it limits access to the shared kernel functionality via hardware privilege
levels for protecting procedures from one another (Votipka, et al., 2018).
In this study, Windows 8 as part of the Windows NT family of operating systems was challenged that
deteriorated the extant state-of-the-art framework of multicore operating system design for increasing both
security and performance instead of addressing one at a time.
Finding susceptibility successfully requires experience, which varies greatly between hackers and testers.
Additionally, this study explains the functionality that is suggested for this programme and will assist customers
in downloading any new Windows 8 updates from the internet. Depending on the category they choose, users
can disable either manual or automatic service. As a result, this study creates an application that consumers can
download several times.
1.4 State Hypotheses and Their Correspondence to Research Design
This study is significant in multiple ways. Firstly, the fundamental requirements and challenges for
comprehensive operating systems’ performance and security were identified. Furthermore, this study indicates
that, due to different attack models and constrained environments, several services in current solutions are not
available. Secondly, the system designed addresses all the challenges associated with and enhances current
performance and security services, specifically in terms of hackers attack. Moreover, the application of the
proposed design was based on a comprehensive prototype system for presenting real-world applications.
2. Related Work
Operating systems security is the process of safeguarding, OS availability, confidentiality, and integrity. OS
security encompasses specific measures employed for protecting the OS from remote hacker intrusions, malware,
worms, viruses, and threats (Jaeger, 2008). OS security involves all preventive-control practices that safeguard
all computer assets which can be deleted, edited or stolen when the OS security is compromised. It allows
various programs and applications to perform necessary tasks and prevent unauthorized interference. The
proposed project will discuss the security of different operating systems and how it affects the overall security of
web-based services and applications.
Because of the critical role which the operating system in the functioning of all computer systems, the operating
system security or security absence will have fundamental effects on the overall computer system’s security,
containing all applications’ security that run within the system. Compromising the base operating system might
definitely expose the threat to all applications which run in the system (Bosworth & Kabay, 2002). Similarly, a
lack of appropriate control and inhibition of the performance of distinct applications in the operating systems
could result in an attack between different applications. For secure applications, the OS should be secure, and
application compromises in the operating system should be handled. There are several risks that could result
from compromising an application as a result of inappropriate operating systems security (Bosworth & Kabay,
2002). Therefore, the security of the operating systems is fundamental for the functionality of the computer
systems, applications and programs. Malicious traffic is elevating in computer operating systems concerning
both diversity and volume of attacks. Novel and additional complicated attacks were being utilized by hackers
for exploiting network resources (Shafi, et al., 2010) Hackers are dependent upon some automated techniques.
Hackers are competent enough to produce smart codes for making systems behave their way (Hyun, et al., 2017).
This condition encourages the requirement of a system that can improve the security level of networks
substantially. There can be several possible solutions for the issue, but intrusion prevention systems are the best
of the breed because of several reasons (SDas & Nene, 2017).
They are quite able to detect and prevent diverse types of intrusion efforts and can be additionally enhanced in
their accuracy and performance. Network resources are wide open for intruders regardless of prevention and
detection systems (Wang, 2017). Conventional security measures cannot manage the situation adequately and
complete intrusion prevention cannot be fulfilled. Intrusion prevention is an overall process to identify and
prevent malicious contents throughout the network traffic going into or out of a network (JMiranda, et al., 2017).
It is understood that a network-based intrusion prevention system positions the gateway to the network, identifies
the malicious contents, and intercepts the network traffic throughout traffic, and takes rapid steps for stopping
the attack efforts.
Intrusion efforts are done by hackers for exploiting the resources of firms and making massive advantages
(Meng, et al., 2017). Organizations are investing a hefty amount of financial and other resources for protecting
their information sources and network systems. At the same time, several intrusion attempts are elevating with
the speed more than ever before. The secrecy of information is compromised through a successful intrusion
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attempt made by any hacker to any organization as well as causing financial loss (Yerur et al., 2017). People will
no longer prefer to do business with an organization that cannot secure its information resources and network
systems. IT organizations use different technologies for assuring the protection of their worthy information
resources, which include intrusion prevention systems, firewalls, anti-virus programs, and proxy servers (Fayaz,
2017).
In recent years, intrusion prevention systems being better as compared to other satisfying technologies have
achieved the trust of professionals even though no technology offers the answers to all security-related questions
(Sharafaldin, et al., 2018). Network resources are defended by intrusion prevention systems through their
proactive approach. Attack signatures are used by intrusion prevention systems for identifying known attacks as
well as identifying malicious behavior data contents being entered the network. Network protocol analyses are
also performed by intrusion prevention systems for protecting against protocol violations (Bijone, 2016).The
performance of intrusion prevention systems diminishes even though they strengthen the security level of a
network substantially if offering huge data rates and high bandwidth. The majority of intrusion prevention
systems target flow reconstruction and aggregation of transmission control protocol streams, but they are
incompetent for handling gigabit rate links (Zitta, et al., 2018).
A nurse informaticist must be included in the process of switching information documentation systems.
Informatics is a specialization that merges analytical science information management and handles data in the
transitioning operating system, as stated by Yen et al. (2017). Adopting a successful development and
implementation system is crucial when developing a new documentation system. The planning, analysis, design,
implementation, and post-implementation support based on the SDLC are the main points of emphasis in this
position description when it comes to directing the users' involvement in the system implementation.
Additional system resources are demanded because of elevated data rates for analyzing it, which include
computability, memory, and bandwidth. The capability to handle other services is reduced due to the availability
of such resources to intrusion prevention systems from hosts (Olufowobi, et al., 2019). A particular design is
required for intrusion prevention systems to handle high data rates. It should be noted that intruders are always
aware of this situation, and are well-equipped with resources for circumventing conventional intrusion
prevention systems (Tanimu, et al., 2018). They improve the traffic from different systems to hacked systems for
keeping it busy to handle massive data sets as well as launching additional sophisticated attacks that are
complicated for defending and detecting. Intruders usually benefit from deceiving to hide their identities. This
makes it complicated for stopping the attack.
Additionally, intrusion detection was modeled by Patcha and Park (2004) in mobile ad-hoc networks by adapting
the signaling game in the multi-stage dynamic non-cooperation frameworks. The interactions between malicious
attackers and the intrusion detection systems of their targets were modelled by Alpcan and Basar (2006) using a
stochastic game. Alpcan and Basar (2006) have captured the operation using a finite-state Markov chain and
naï
ve Q-learning for the intrusion-detection sensor system for finding the best strategies. Nguyen et al. (2009)
have implemented the fictitious play game framework for modeling the relationship between defenders and
hackers as a non-zero game sequence. The interactive behavior between the defender and hacker was explored
by Lin et al. (2009) as information warfare and established a tree diagram based on game theory. These
researchers have merely emphasized the classifications of regular and malicious users and evaluated the
defensive mechanisms of systems despite the complicated games used in previous literature. They did not
undertake the massive number of hackers nor the diversity in their intrusion behaviors.
3. The architecture of Operating Systems Services Based on Ontology Web Language
Planning is a crucial step in the development and implementation of a successful system. Planning enables users
to evaluate and ascertain the system's requirements, flaws, and strengths, helping the system's execution.
According to Mcgonigle and Mastrian (2021), planning determines the system's utility, costs, and resource
requirements. Users are crucial to planning since they are aware of the requirements for documentation. Saba
and McCormick (2015) anticipated that it is the role of the user to point out the needs as they related to
documentation, the importance of the systems, the costs, and the system’s utility index. A user should be versed
with information on the integration of the new system on the existing software and hardware and its implications,
operating systems, and the organization’s documentation bulk.
Online services are a reliable platform for hosted services that reduces the need for deploying and managing on
premise operating system services. OWL is hence ideal for managing operating system services, such as internet
services. Important Exokernel services such as searching, securing, backing up, and creating a profile can be
summed up semantically. Network services are best described as file sharing.
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Ontology-based improves operating system management profile and search service. OWL enhances a web search
engine in particular domains, like as geosciences teaching and research, where Noesis has utilised a constrained
LEAD ontology. It makes use of domain ontology to give the user context so they can narrow down their search
term and look for other resources that might be of particular interest to them. The idea behind ontology-based
semantic personalized search is that by incorporating semantics into the system's information content, it may
enhance the functionality of the search engines. Ontology is used to define the meaning of terms that appear in
data files; these definitions can then be used to draw conclusions and obtain further information about the items
of interest. Ontology-based approaches can be used to infer file relationships and to describe domains. The
objective of classification in this situation is to assign each file to a class from a preset set of classes. The user
context derives interest scores to current concepts in domain ontology by allocating implicitly in the personalized
search which involves modeling. Each ontological user profile is fundamentally an instance of the reference
ontology. Each concept is annotated by the user with an interest score, which has a basic value of one.
The ontological user profile is updated and the annotations for current concepts are altered by spreading
activation as the user interacts with the system by viewing or choosing new documents. Therefore, the user
context is maintained and updated significantly based on the ongoing behavior of a user. Moreover, back-up
service is improved by ontology web language by utilizing Matcher ontology characteristic and CIM conceptual
indexer. The CIM comprises a knowledge base that covers semantically enriched service data generated by
service availability data from the service crawler, the automatic annotator, and user feedback gathered from the
service finder.
Operating system security service further was deteriorated by addressing it using OWL. Security services are
categorized into two main categories, such as authorization services and antivirus services. Moreover, the
ontology-based policy translation approach authorized service in networks that imitates the behavior of expert
administrators regardless of their mistakes. Network operating systems are devised for client computers and offer
services so the difference between stand-alone operating systems and network operating systems is not always
clear. Network operating systems offer services, such as replication and sharing services. However, it was
observed that networking operating systems services are authorized as a class of sharing service as a directory
service.
3.1 System Development
System analysis is the next phase during which the team considers the functional requirements of the system,
analysis of end-user’s needs, and whether the new system can meet the expectations (Tsui, et al., 2018). The
system informaticist must be able to analyze the system’s capabilities to meet the users’ documentation needs
and communicate this to the team. The system informaticist should analyze and ensure that the system is not
only cost-effective but even adheres to the user’s mission and purpose. Based on the user’s analysis, relevant
changes can be made to meet the requirements of the systems.
Online services are based on authentic hosted services platforms for reducing the requirement to execute and
maintain IT-associated services. Therefore, operating system services are managed through ontology web
language (OWL) as online services. This paper has semantically summarized essential operating services for
searching, securing, packing-up, and creating profile and network services.
The researcher has used three different resources for developing the system: (1) Internet, (2) books, and (3)
conferences. Furthermore, Microsoft’s books reviewed that discuss the services mentioned regarding Windows.
Similarly, exploits and incident handling, SysAdmin, Network Security, Audit, and Hacking techniques were
other sources used in the development of a system. These sources were beneficial in determining the
susceptibility of services in Windows that prevents hackers from attacking the computers (Figure 1).

Figure 1. Sources used
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3.2 Windows 8 Description
Once the assessment of the system has been completed, the next phase of designing the new system sets in which
according to Tsui et al. (2018) describes the necessary specifications, features, and operations of the system as
they relate to its functional requirements. A user must have all the competencies required to determine the
components required for the system for it to perform effectively. In clarifying these requirements, prototypes or
mockups of the system, reports and processes must be generated to help determine and eliminate glitches in the
system that may prevent its operation (McGonigle & Mastrian, 2021). A user must demonstrate competency in
ensuring flow sheets are functional and user-friendly for other nurses and healthcare professionals.
The operating system will be based on the following features: (1) technical descriptions; (2) added services; (3)
performance features; and (4) security measures. The users were guided regarding the use of added programs in
Windows 8, specifically for using one of the services embedded in the system. Similarly, the proposed system
helps users in understanding the functions of different features such as a firewall. The system will additionally
provide information regarding pop-up information related to the hackers’ attack if any. Security ports are
important features in this proposed system, which allow hackers to access the computer, if not appropriately
controlled.
3.3 Categories
Following categories were added to this system
 Windows networking
 Disk and file management
 Remote administration
 Communication
 Clustering and load balancing
 Local service
 Collaboration
 Internet service, event monitoring, alerting, and logging
 System administration
3.4 Performance and Security
The performance and security of the operating system were measured through high performance and
low-performance measurements. The system will perform higher when it introduces a new process in the
operating system to take excessive memory. This aspect will consequently influence the machine’s performance.
Similarly, low performance will be measured when one or two services are shared in one processor links with
multimedia applications such as music players. If the user shuts off the overall process by stopping all the
services, it will improve performance.
In terms of security, the features will allow protecting the computer or opening the backdoor using a computer
port. Moreover, it will be computer susceptible by allowing other individuals additional facilities to the computer.
The prime objective was to consider the security and performance along with the notes for attracting the users at
the time of reviewing the services. Therefore, users will have to review this service efficiently and appropriately,
if they found any issues related to the performance or security of this service. At this instant, users can now
assume about each service discussed previously, and whether each of them enhances the security or the
performance of the windows manager.
4. Implementation
When the new design is deemed appropriate for the documentation in the organization, implementation plans are
set in. In this phase, most of the system’s codes are written, and data is moved from the old system to the new
system (Tsui, et al., 2018). The phase involves taking the design and the system and putting its meaningful use. A
user should seek professionals to learn about the application and use of the new system. Policies and procedures
must be developed and incorporated into the new system during the implementation process to determine their
effect on the new system. Coordinating the process of implementation and the inclusion of personnel is an
important requirement for a user as part of the implementation team.
The service-oriented architecture paradigm followed the implementation of the developed approach. The Protégé
4 explanation engine was used for the implementation. The ontology of each operating system service was
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created separately then the single components were implemented for generating the universal ontology. A new
ontology search service was presented by developing ontology classes for files in the system, ontology-based
query processing for the interface, and ontological user profile. The top-level classes were domain concept,
content, and description in search services ontology.
Once implemented, the new system requires a continuous support practice that will ensure that the system is
working well and issues arising due to the new system are directly addressed to ensure its functionality. Even
with the best planning, glitches, opportunities, and unseen issues with the system always arise making the
post-implementation support important in addressing them. As has been indicated by Laureate Education (2018),
when people say it is not working, the post-implementation support and specifically, the system operator
involved in the implementation should seek ways of rapidly fixing the issues within the system.
4.1 Domain Concept
It is the root of all domain classes which illustrate the domain considered in the documents.
4.2 Content
It refers to the contents in the file text media or document.
4.3 Description
It refers to the files generated by a user. This semantic classification is obtained through Text Mining for
extracting knowledge in the document and allocate each file to a class of a predefined set of classes.
4.4 Ontological User Profile
This class refers to the user interest because this information can be captured from files on his computer and the
domain can be specified a user is interested in. The user profile and object profile are top-level profile
ontology-based classes (Figure 2). In operating systems, a user profile includes user settings and user documents,
such as software settings, accessories, and control panel settings (Figure 3). Moreover, it comprises the
information regarding the user such as his name, password, address, career, age, and gender.

Figure 2. Search Service and Profile Ontology
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Figure 3. Backup Service Ontology
A subclass called context was also added comprising domain interest and web history. Information is stored in
the operating system regarding any file generated on the computer such as its name, size, location, time,
password, type, data, and attributes in the object profile.
The semantic personalized search service shows that user query can be executed alongside an ontology-based
semantic classification for ontology classes and user profile, and return tuples of ontology values satisfying the
query. This query was written in DL query, which is available in Protégé4 and an advanced query can be written
for handling Pellet reasoner for providing complete and effective algorithms to address queries.

Figure 4. Security Service Ontology
Ontology-based query processing indicates how the ontology is generated and a query was received in natural
language, and then transformed into an expression that can be declared to a description logic reasoner. Pellet
reasoner complied with OWL formal semantics. The OWL ontologies were queried through SQWRL and
therefore, can be utilized for retrieving knowledge inferred by SWRL rules. The fuzzy string-matching method
was considered as a component of the proposed approach. It even assists in finding the closest individual names,
which are missing in the queries entered by the user. Data and system program subclasses were the top-level
ontology-based backup service.
The top-level structure of operating system services ontology is based on two major classes such as Exokernel
and kernel service, where the kernel service is appropriate for matching with any operating system ontology.
Lastly, the universal exokernel services ontology was generated by merging all the aforementioned services
ontologies. The final universal services ontology was produced by using prompts.
MS-Windows 8 (Home Edition) was selected to implement the proposed system as this platform is used by the
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majority of the non-administrator users for helping them in protecting their systems. Initially, all the services
were checked and offered by MS-Windows 8 to execute the project. The following steps were taken to access
these services:
 Click on Start ->
 Go to Settings -> Control Panel -> Administrative Tools -> Services.
Figure 5 shows the Services’ Window.

Figure 5. Services Window
 Click on Start -> Run.
 Then, type services.msc.
 This will bring up the Services’ Window.
Click
on
Start
then
―Run‖
through
the
registry.
Afterward,
type
Regedit
with
[HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SYSTEM\CurrentControlSet\Control\UsbFlags]. By clicking this registry, users
will be able to explore a list of all the services in the form of texts. There will be several services, which will
help in increasing the performance and security of the windows system. The register is beneficial in creating a
backup of the current setting before making any changes. Unfortunately, this feature allows hackers for using the
Enable/Disable services on a remote machine. Therefore, this service was under consideration to protect the
security of the windows system manager.
A list of services will be identified when searching the services section of the register. These services include
Description, Start, and DisplayName. These services will be the same as found in the Services’ Windows. A
pseudo example is presented below:
 DisplayName: Alerter
 Description: Notifies selected users and computers of administrative alerts.
 Start: 0x4
 There are 5 options for Start:
 0x0: Boot
 0x1: System
 0x2: Automatic
 0x3: Manual
 0x4: Disabled
In the execution phase, some of the services were running automatically by default, after reviewing all the
services. Some ports in these services were opened in My Computer, which was never used. Hence, these
services have reduced the performance and the security of My Computer, and there is a likelihood that these
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services can create either denial of service (DOS) attacks or buffer overflow. In this regard, these steps were
followed.
Search references (Conferences / Books / Online) for each service for understanding the objective of each of
them. Classifying these services into 13 categories:
 Local Services
 Diagnostic Policy Service
 Security Center
 Print Spooler (Only disable this if you don’t have a printer)
 Application Experience
 Secondary Logon
 Program Compatibility Assistant Service
 Portable Device Enumerator Service
 Offline Files
 Remote Registry
 Windows Error Reporting Service
 Windows Image Acquisition
 Windows Search
 Internet Services
 Distributed Link Tracking Client
 IP Helper
 Computer Browser
 Server (Disable this only if you are not connected to the Internet)
 TCP/IP NetBIOS Helper
 Windows Time
 Extract all the information about each service from the Operating System.
 Decide if this service is associated with specific ports.
There are additional services that should be considered when classifying the aforementioned services.
Performance: This service initiates a new process in the operating system or will take additional space from the
memory. This service will influence the machine’s performance. This service will also allow users for sharing
one or multiple other services in one or more programs such as Windows Media Player. This service will;
however, impact the machine performance to a limited extent. If the overall process is stopped by closing all the
associated services, it might improve the system performance.
Normal: This service will show no security issues if it does not take excessive space from the memory.
Following recommendations should be considered by the users after reviewing all the previous issues:
Modem: Modem should be used by users for making outside connections. Therefore, the computer should be
protected by the user rather than thinking about the performance.
Alone: If a user is not worried about the security of the system in case not using any connection including DSL,
Cable, or Modem, then the core focus will be on the performance only.
Part of Network: A Hub or Switch can be used for connecting with the system. Therefore, a person should be
assigned for tackling the security concern. This service will additionally help the user for protecting his computer
instead of the system’s performance.
Each aforementioned service will provide the following information:
 Recommend setting
 Service name
 Service status
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 Service start type
 Windows 8 description
5. Conclusion and Future Work
This program was launched to trace all the approaches used by hackers for attacking computers. Several
anti-hackers programs were identified. The third-party software protects the computers from these programs.
However, it was found that none of the programs explore any loophole in the operating system itself. At the same
time, regardless of using external tools, professional hackers will make efforts for hacking. They took benefit
from the tools present in the operating system to access the machine via backdoors. Therefore, MS Windows 8
was selected as it was mostly used by inexperienced users.
It was identified that the majority of the users were unaware of the information regarding services present in the
operating system and thus presented 21 services that contribute essentially to the security of the operating system.
Furthermore, 33 other services were mentioned that can improve the performance of the operating system. This
study might be used by developers in mitigating the challenges and loopholes present in selected operating
systems and to control security concerns. However, they should provide a very comfortable migration platform
for replacing the existing operating systems or at least offer awareness of the use of such systems to
unprofessional users.
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Appendix
Table 1. Recommendations List
Name
ActiveX Installer (AxInstSV)
Application Experience
Application Identity
Application Information
Application Layer Gateway Service
Background Intelligent Transfer Service
Background Tasks Infrastructure Service
Base Filtering Engine
BitLocker Drive Encryption Service
Block Level Backup Engine Service
Bluetooth Support Service
Certificate Propagation
CNG Key Isolation
COM+ Event System
COM+ System Application
Computer Browser
Credential Manager
Cryptographic Services
DCOM Server Process Launcher
Device Association Service
Device Install Service
Device Setup Manager
DHCP Client
Diagnostic Policy Service
Diagnostic Service Host
Diagnostic System Host
Distributed Link Tracking Client
Distributed Transaction Coordinator
DNS Client
Encrypting File System (EFS)
Extensible Authentication Protocol
Family Safety
Fax
File History Service
Function Discovery Provider Host
Function Discovery Resource Publication
Group Policy Client
Health Key and Certificate Management
HomeGroup Listener
HomeGroup Provider
Human Interface Device Access
Hyper-V Data Exchange Service
Hyper-V Guest Shutdown Service
Hyper-V Heartbeat Service
Hyper-V Remote Desktop Virtualization Service

Startup Type
Manual
Manual (Trigger Start)
Manual (Trigger Start)
Manual
Manual
Automatic (Delayed Start)
Automatic
Automatic
Manual (Trigger Start)
Manual
Manual (Trigger Start)
Manual
Manual (Trigger Start)
Automatic
Manual
Manual (Trigger Start)
Manual
Automatic
Automatic
Automatic (Trigger Start)
Manual (Trigger Start)
Manual (Trigger Start)
Automatic
Automatic
Manual
Manual
Automatic
Manual
Automatic (Trigger Start)
Manual (Trigger Start)
Manual
Manual
Manual
Manual (Trigger Start)
Manual
Manual
Automatic (Trigger Start)
Manual
Manual
Manual (Trigger Start)
Manual (Trigger Start)
Manual (Trigger Start)
Manual (Trigger Start)
Manual (Trigger Start)
Manual (Trigger Start)
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Log On As
Local System
Local System
Local Service
Local System
Local Service
Local System
Local System
Local Service
Local System
Local System
Local Service
Local System
Local System
Local Service
Local System
Local System
Local System
Network Service
Local System
Local System
Local System
Local System
Local Service
Local Service
Local Service
Local System
Local System
Network Service
Network Service
Local System
Local System
Local Service
Network Service
Local System
Local Service
Local Service
Local System
Local System
Local System
Local Service
Local System
Local System
Local System
Local System
Local System
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Hyper-V Time Synchronization Service
Hyper-V Volume Shadow Copy Requestor
IKE and AuthIP IPsec Keying Modules
Interactive Services Detection
Internet Connection Sharing (ICS)
IP Helper
IPsec Policy Agent
KtmRm for Distributed Transaction Coordinator
Link-Layer Topology Discovery Mapper
Local Session Manager
Microsoft Account Sign-in Assistant
Microsoft iSCSI Initiator Service
Microsoft Software Shadow Copy Provider
Multimedia Class Scheduler
Net.Tcp Port Sharing Service
Netlogon
Network Access Protection Agent
Network Connected Devices Auto-Setup
Network Connections
Network Connectivity Assistant
Network List Service
Network Location Awareness
Network Store Interface Service
Optimize drives
Peer Name Resolution Protocol
Peer Networking Grouping
Peer Networking Identity Manager
Performance Logs & Alerts
Plug and Play
PNRP Machine Name Publication Service
Portable Device Enumerator Service
Power
Print Spooler
Printer Extensions and Notifications
Problem Reports and Solutions Control Panel Support
Program Compatibility Assistant Service
Quality Windows Audio Video Experience
Remote Access Auto Connection Manager
Remote Access Connection Manager
Remote Desktop Configuration
Remote Desktop Services
Remote Desktop Services UserMode Port Redirector
Remote Procedure Call (RPC)
Remote Procedure Call (RPC) Locator
Remote Registry
Routing and Remote Access
RPC Endpoint Mapper
Secondary Logon
Secure Socket Tunneling Protocol Service
Security Accounts Manager
Security Center
Sensor Monitoring Service
Server
Shell Hardware Detection
Smart Card
Smart Card Removal Policy
SNMP Trap
Software Protection
Spot Verifier
SSDP Discovery
Still Image Acquisition Events
Storage Service
Superfetch
System Event Notification Service

Manual (Trigger Start)
Manual (Trigger Start)
Manual (Trigger Start)
Manual
Disabled
Automatic
Manual (Trigger Start)
Manual (Trigger Start)
Manual
Automatic
Manual (Trigger Start)
Manual
Manual
Automatic
Disabled
Manual
Manual
Manual (Trigger Start)
Manual
Manual (Trigger Start)
Manual
Automatic
Automatic
Manual
Manual
Manual
Manual
Manual
Manual
Manual
Manual (Trigger Start)
Automatic
Automatic
Manual
Manual
Manual
Manual
Manual
Manual
Manual
Manual
Manual
Automatic
Manual
Disabled
Disabled
Automatic
Manual
Manual
Automatic
Automatic (Delayed Start)
Manual (Trigger Start)
Automatic
Automatic
Disabled
Manual
Manual
Automatic (Delayed Start, Trigger Start)
Manual (Trigger Start)
Manual
Manual
Manual (Trigger Start)
Automatic
Automatic
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Local Service
Local System
Local System
Local System
Local System
Local System
Network Service
Network Service
Local Service
Local System
Local System
Local System
Local System
Local System
Local Service
Local System
Network Service
Local Service
Local System
Local System
Local Service
Network Service
Local Service
Local System
Local Service
Local Service
Local Service
Local Service
Local System
Local Service
Local System
Local System
Local System
Local System
Local System
Local System
Local Service
Local System
Local System
Local System
Network Service
Local System
Network Service
Network Service
Local Service
Local System
Network Service
Local System
Local Service
Local System
Local Service
Local Service
Local System
Local System
Local Service
Local System
Local Service
Network Service
Local System
Local Service
Local System
Local System
Local System
Local System
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System Events Broker
Task Scheduler
TCP/IP NetBIOS Helper
Telephony
Themes
Thread Ordering Server
Time Broker
Touch Keyboard and Handwriting Panel Service
UPnP Device Host
User Profile Service
Virtual Disk
Volume Shadow Copy
WebClient
Windows All-User Install Agent
Windows Audio
Windows Audio Endpoint Builder
Windows Backup
Windows Biometric Service
Windows Color System
Windows Connect Now – Config Registrar
Windows Connection Manager
Windows Defender Service
Windows Driver Foundation – User-mode Driver Framework
Windows Error Reporting Service
Windows Event Collector
Windows Event Log
Windows Firewall
Windows Font Cache Service
Windows Image Acquisition (WIA)
Windows Installer
Windows Management Instrumentation
Windows Media Player Network Sharing Service
Windows Modules Installer
Windows Remote Management (WS-Management)
Windows Search
Windows Store Service (WSService)
Windows Time
Windows Update
WinHTTP Web Proxy Auto-Discovery Service
Wired AutoConfig
WLAN AutoConfig
WMI Performance Adapter
Workstation
WWAN AutoConfig

Manual (Trigger Start)
Automatic
Automatic (Trigger Start)
Manual
Automatic
Manual
Manual (Trigger Start)
Manual (Trigger Start)
Manual
Automatic
Manual
Manual
Manual (Trigger Start)
Manual (Trigger Start)
Automatic
Automatic
Manual
Manual
Manual
Manual
Automatic (Trigger Start)
Automatic (Trigger Start)
Manual (Trigger Start)
Manual (Trigger Start)
Manual
Automatic
Automatic
Automatic
Manual
Manual
Automatic
Automatic (Delayed Start)
Manual
Manual
Automatic (Delayed Start)
Manual (Trigger Start)
Manual (Trigger Start)
Manual (Trigger Start)
Manual
Manual
Manual
Manual
Automatic
Manual
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Local System
Local System
Local Service
Network Service
Local System
Local Service
Local Service
Local System
Local Service
Local System
Local System
Local System
Local Service
Local System
Local Service
Local System
Local System
Local System
Local Service
Local Service
Local Service
Local System
Local System
Local System
Network Service
Local Service
Local Service
Local Service
Local Service
Local System
Local System
Network Service
Local System
Network Service
Local System
Local Service
Local Service
Local System
Local Service
Local System
Local System
Local System
Network Service
Local Service
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